New Snap-on Diagnostic WorkStations:
The Ultimate in Mobile Diagnostic Systems

KENOSHA, Wis. – May 2, 2013 – The new Snap-on Diagnostic WorkStations are the ultimate in mobile diagnostic systems, bringing all key diagnostic equipment into one convenient location. Available in 55-inch (KRSC2476PBO) and 36-inch (KRSC2407PC) sizes, these innovative mobile units will help service technicians improve performance, productivity and profits.

“The idea behind our new Snap-on Diagnostic WorkStations is to have one unit that handles all diagnostic platforms,” said Jay Serpe, product manager for Snap-on. “These WorkStations organize all essential equipment into a secure, fully-enclosed work station which is fully welded together for superior strength, unlike many units on the market which are only bolted together. These WorkStations, like all Snap-on tools and equipment, are extremely high quality products and built to last. In addition, since these units are mobile, you can use it anywhere in the shop, providing more versatility and efficiency.”

The KRSC2476PBO 55-inch Diagnostic WorkStation Plus features five 32-inch wide drawers, including an extra deep printer drawer. An integrated side cabinet on the left has shelves and a locking door to provide security for large test equipment. The cabinet also offers cord routing throughout with convenient access to the rear power strip. The adjustable monitor bracket is designed to fine-tune the viewing angle of the included 40-inch monitor and will also accommodate most other monitor sizes. Other key features of the KRSC2476PBO are the foam drawer organizers which are silhouetted and labeled to keep test adaptors and components neatly organized and the installed stainless steel top that provides a professional-class work surface.

The KRSC2407PC is a smaller version of the above unit at 36-inches wide. It features the same five drawers as well as a printer drawer. The cabinet includes a similar cord routing system, power strip, installed stainless steel work top and adjustable monitor bracket. The adjustable bracket is designed for a 32-inch monitor (included) and the unit also offers optimal cord management. In addition, the foam drawer organizers are contained inside to keep components neatly organized.

Customers can learn more about the new Snap-on Diagnostic WorkStations (KRSC2476PBO and KRSC2407C) by contacting their participating Snap-on franchisee or representative, visiting www.snapon.com or by calling toll free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).

About Snap-on Tools
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, distributor and Internet channels. Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $2.9 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wis. with operations throughout the world. For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.